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Angle coffee table

HELLO
vtwonen has been the leading home decoration magazine on the
Dutch market for more than 50 years. Always original, always one
step ahead, presenting its own style and offering a good dose of
inspiration and great ideas.

Lofty armchair

In collaboration with De Eekhoorn we have been creating
furniture for more than over a decade. Every year we add new
styles and make sure it will spice up a lot of homes.
This year we are proud to introduce the new collection full
of distinctive and beautiful styles. We hope you love
them as much as we do.
Enjoy!

vtwonen® is a trademark of DPG Media Magazines B.V. vtwonen.nl
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Angle coffee table

1 | Sleeve loveseat in linen/cotton, light grey, 83x121x94 cm (hxwxd) 2 cushions included 2 | Studio 3-seater in velvet, nude, 80x220x82 cm (hxwxd) 3 |
Sleeve 3-seater in linen/cotton, anthrarcite, 83x242x94 cm (hxwxd) 2 cushions included 4 | Skin 4-seater in 100% polyester, light grey, 72x250x90 cm
(hxwxd), 2,5-seater 72x213x90x cm (hxwxd) 5 | Brush 3-seater in velvet, champagne, 76x234x93 cm (hxwxd) 6 | Skin armchair in 100% polyester, olive green,
72x101x88 cm (hxwxd) 7 | Cluster 3-seater in velvet, green, 80x210x90 cm (hxwxd) 8 | Crew 3-seater in suède, dark grey, 80x235x90 cm (hxwxd) also
available as corner sofa in left and right 80x275x90/215 cm (hxwxd) 9 | Lazy corner sofa right in rib fabric, khaki, 69x284x100/183 cm (hxwxd), also available
in left 10 | Hang out 4-seater in bouclé fabric, grey, 81x282x99 cm (hxwxd)

living room
BEAUTIFUL FABRICS
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1 | Explore armchair in bouclé, brown, 81x96x92 cm (hxwxd), also
in grey, naturel and steel grey 2 | Cluster 1-seater in polyester, in
clouded velvet iron, 82x105x92 cm (hxwxd) 3 | Cluster pouf in
polyester, in clouded velvet iron, 46x105x62 cm (hxwxd) 4 | Pearl XL
pouf in velvet, champagne, 80x28 cm (Øxh) 5 | Pearl Pouf in velvet,
champagne, 40x45 cm (Øxh) 6 | Lazy hocker in rib fabric, anthracite,
also in khaki, 42x84x62 cm (hxwxd) 7 | Coffee pouf in eco leather,
warm brown, also in anthracite and cognac, 60x36 cm (Øxh) 8 |
Lofty armchair in a grey mixed shade, polyester, grey 75x68x72 cm
(hxwxd), also in natural mix and brown mix
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Velvet, ribcord, eco-leather, suede or bouclé....
These are just a few of the many fabrics to
choose from in the vtwonen sofa series. Will it
be olive green, anthracite, ochre or rusty brown?
Or would you prefer a different color? For each
sofa there is a choice of the most beautiful,
contemporary colors. Bring out the designer in
you and mix soft fabrics with timeless and
trendy colors. Add an armchair and a couple of
poufs and your new favourite spot is born.
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Rack low
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Angle coffee table
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1 | Stack-it high cabinet in metal, grey, 179x98x45 cm (hxwxd) 2 | Side coffee table M in black metal, with marble tabletop 45x45x45 cm (hxwxd)
Side coffee table L 45x90x45 cm (hxwxd) 3 | Pebble coffee table in concrete look, white, 50x35 cm (Øxh), 31x65x49 cm (hxwxd) 4 | Sprokkel coffee table in
wood, concrete grey, 100x35 cm (Øxh), concrete grey 80x40 cm (Øxh), naturel 100x35 cm (Øxh) 5 | Block coffee table in walnut veneer, naturel, 44x82x82 cm
(hxwxd), 25x135x60 cm (hxwxd), also available in 44x40x82 cm (hxwxd) 6 | Angle coffee table in oak veneer, 27x135x49 cm (hxwxd), also available in nuts
veneer
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Bookazine bookcase
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1 | Locker wardrobe in pine wood, white, 186x123x40
cm (hxwxd), also in black 2 | Store cushion in cotton,
grey, 6x120x50 cm (hxwxd) 3 | Store bunkbench in
pine wood, grey, 36x120x50 cm (hxwxd) 4 | Bunk
cabinet in pine wood, white, 102x177x41 cm (hxwxd) 5 |
Slide barn cabinet in pine wood, white, 230x122x37 cm
(hxwxd), also in black and concrete grey 6 | Bookazine
bookcase in nuts veneer, 173x81x35 cm (hxwxd)

Angle dining table
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storage
MIX & MATCH LOWER CASE CABINET
Whether you live small or large, the Lower Case cabinet
fits in any space, because it can be put together
according to your own taste. With five different
components (a base, a cabinet with doors, a cabinet with
both doors and compartments, and an open shelf cabinet
in two sizes) you can combine endlessly. Need a TV
cabinet? Put a cabinet with doors on top of a
compartment cabinet. Like to make use of the height in
your home? Stack several cabinets on top of each other.
Even an entire wall cabinet- and play with openings,
storage and display - is possible with the various
components of the mix & match cabinet.

Mix & Match lower case in pine wood, grey, parts:
Lower Case 4 open cabinet 81x81x35 cm (hxwxd)
Lower Case 4 mixed cabinet 81x81x35 cm (hxwxd)
Lower Case 2 open cabinet 41x81x35 cm (hxwxd)
Lower Case 2-deurs cabinet 41x81x35 cm (hxwxd)
Lower Case legs in metal, black, 12x81x35 cm (hxwxd)

tip

Whether it is for a tiny house or villa: cabinet
Rack can be put together to fit anywhere.

Mix & Match lower case
Crew sofa

MIX & MATCH RACK CABINET
Go for the height, the width, or keep it small: with Rack
you can choose what works for you. With a base in two
sizes (one high and one low) and loose shelves you can
make your own combinations. From an airy small cupboard to a high bookcase and also a wall-to-wall
cabinet is possible. The design is inspired by the
workshop shelving unit, but one step ahead: without a
cross at the back and with legs that fall very elegantly
into the shelves.
Side coffee table

Mix & Match rack cabinet parts: Rack uprights high (outer,
middle en high to low) in metal, white, height 222 cm set of 2,
Rack uprights low and (not on this page)
low middle in metal, white, height 108 cm set of 2
Rack shelves in pine wood, white, 97,5x30,5 cm (bxd)
set of 3

chairs
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1 | Mood dining chair in velvet green, 79x58x59 cm
(hxwxd) set of 2, also in velvet anthracite 2 | Spider
stool in metal and wood, black-naturel, 32x32x4860 cm (hxwxd) 3 | Butt stool in wood, grey or white
46,5x40x30 cm (hxwxd) 4 | Flow dining chair in
metal and plastic, black or white 84x56x48 (hxwxd)
set of 2 5 | Force dining chair in boucle, grey,
81x47x58 (hxwxd) also in natural, steel grey and
brown.

Bookazine bookcase
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Angle dining table
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Classic dining chair
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tables
1 | Angle dining table in oak veneer,
75x220x90 cm (hxwxd), in nuts veneer,
75x220x90 cm (hxwxd) 2 | Army dining
table in wood and iron, black, 75,1x180x80
cm (hxwxd)
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Force dining chair

MIX & MATCH TABLES
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How much fun is it to make your own table
with different components? We have made the
foundation, the finishing touch is up to you.
> Tabletop Panel ash can be combined with
substructures Brace legs or Outline legs.
> With tabletop Panel nuts fits underframe
Brace leg.
Panel table top in nuts veneer and white
painted ash wood, 190x80 cm (wxd) and
220x80 cm (wxd)

1 | Cross 4-leg in metal, black, 72x96x96
cm (hxwxd) 2 | Outline U-leg in oak,
naturel, 72x79x5 cm (hxwxd)

nuts veneer

Angle dining table

white painted ash wood
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kidsroom
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1 | Stage bed in pine lacquered in a green soap tint, 35x204x131 cm
(hxwxd), with 2 drawers and steps, without the mattress (80x200 cm)
2 | Stage desk in pine lacquered in a green soap tint, 122x110x58 cm
(hxwxd) 3 | Stage bunkbench in pine lacquered in a green soap tint,
36x120x50 cm (hxwxd) 4 | Bunk 4-doors wardrobe in pine, black,
200x120x37 cm (hxwxd) 5 | Bunk bed in metal, black, 190x206x125 cm
(hxwxd) (mattress size 120x200 cm), 109x206x95 cm (hxwxd)
(mattress size 90x200 cm), 190x205x165 cm (hxwxd) (mattress size
160x200 cm) 6 | Stage cabinet in pine lacquered in a green soap tint,
185x103x40 cm (hxwxd)
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Stage bed
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kidsroom

Stage bed

Stage bunkbench

workplace

Stock cabinet
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Butt stool
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1 | Wall shelf XL in wood, white, 94x110x20 cm (hxwxd)
2 | Plate rack in metal, white, 37x80x5 cm (hxwxd)
3 | Photoframe shelf in oak, naturel, 6x170x10 cm (hxwxd)
4 | Wall shelf in metal in metallic blue, white or black,
2,5x120x7,5 cm (hxwxd) 5 | Display leaning shelve in wood,
black, 215x56x10 cm (hxwxd) 6 | Locker wardrobe in metal,
black, 190x90x50 cm (hxwxd)

INTERESTED
IN OUR
PRODUCTS?
You can shop the new vtwonen collection online at
www.deeekhoorn.com

De Eekhoorn Dutch Furniture
Jan Tinbergenweg 1, 1689 ZV Hoorn
deeekhoorn.com
sales@deeekhoorn.com
+31 889666300
Follow us at

No part of this publication may be reproduced in any manner or form whatsoever without the prior written permission of De Eekhoorn and other copyright holders. No right can be derived from this publication.
If you pick a colour with the aid of this magazine, it is important to bear in mind that the colours shown may differ from the actual colours. The colour reproduction in this magazine should only be used as a guide.

